
MAKING YOUR EPS ELECTIONS IN IPPS-A 

1. Login to IPPS-A (link provided below) and select the Self Service homepage.

https://hr.ippsa.csd.disa.mil/psp/hcpdc/?cmd=login 

2. E8s ONLY:  Select “Promotion Board Preferences”.  If you receive the screen 
displayed below, you are not currently eligible for consideration to E9.  E8s that are not 
eligible for E9 must make their 1SG elections by submitting a NGB Form 4100-1B along 
with the required documentation in the FY23 EPS Checklist.

3. E9s ONLY:  SGMs must make their BN and/or BDE CSM elections by submitting a

NGB Form 4100-1B along with the required documentation in the FY23 EPS Checklist.

4. Prior to making elections, ensure your administrative data is current and correct by

clicking the “My Profile” tile.
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5. Select “My Current Profile” and validate that your profile is up to date (ie. education,

qualifications, PT scores, etc.).  Next, select the “My Historical Profile” tile to view and

validate your awards.

6. After validating that your data is current and correct, return to the “Self Service”

homepage by hitting the home button.
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7. Select the “Promotion Board Preferences” tile.
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8. Consider in the following CPMOS:

This is your current PMOS unless you have an approved CPMOS Change Request for 

the FY23 EPS Cycle.  This request is routed through your chain of command and 

approved by the MPMO. 
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9. Validate Promotion Points:

After validating your promotion points using the “My Profile” tile (steps 4-6), select “Yes”. 

**This only applies E4s and E5s.  E6s and above will not receive administrative 

promotion points and will not be given this option. 
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10. Validate Preferences:

E4s, E5s and E6s:  Select your preferences to mileage and 00F. After making both 

elections, select “Yes” next to “Validate Preferences”. 

E7s:  Select your preferences to mileage, 00F, and 1SG consideration. Note: Only 
AGR SFCs who hold 11 series, 13 series, or 74D as a PMOS, SMOS, or AMOS are 
able to be considered for 1SG.  After making elections, select “Yes” next to “Validate 
Preferences”. 

E8s:  Select your preferences to mileage, 00F, 1SG, and BN CSM consideration. Note: 

Only AGR 1SGs/MSGs who hold 79T as a PMOS, SMOS, or AMOS are able to be 

considered for BN CSM.  After making elections, select “Yes” next to “Validate 

Preferences”. 
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11. When you are finished making your elections, click the “Save” button in the right

hand corner of the screen and log out.

12. DO NOT include NGB Form 4100s in EPS packets for those Soldiers making

elections through IPPS-A.
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